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EIGHTH ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE FRIDAY, APRIL 10

NPH will again invite the public to view the migrating
hawks on April 10 when we hold our eighth annual Open
House. We have been lucky with the weather in the past
few years and hope for more of the same this year. In case
of really bad weather, however, events will be postponed to
Saturday, April 11.
Members of the Hawkwatch stationed in the center of the
circle and at the point will help visitors to see and identify
raptors passing over Beamer. (Volunteers are needed please contact Mike Street.) A highlight of Open House day
for the past few years has been the release of a rehabilitated
raptor. This year we hope to see a Red-tailed Hawk released
around IPM.
The very welcome coffee truck will be parked in the circle
and the special kids program with Carla Carlson of Niagara
Nature Tours will run at llAM and noon. There will be
short 'Hawk Talks' for visitors on the hour from lIAM-2PM
and displays from birding and nature organizations,
including our hosts, the Niagara Peninsula Conservation
Authority, and the Ontario Field Ornithologists.
The official 'opening' of the tower will also take place in the
morning.
Be sure to invite your family and friends, it should be a
good day for them and for the birds too.
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WE HAVE A TOWERI

After some delays because of permits, and a few false starts
due to weather, on Tuesday, January 26, 1998 a selfpropelled crane pulled a long trailer into the circle at
Beamer Memorial Conservation Area. On the trailer were
the main parts of the new Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch
Tower. A smaller truck carried additional pieces of the
structure, while a third vehicle carried a welding machine
and the generator to run it.
The foundation was laid late last fall, ahead of the
expected frost. The tower itself was built in Hamilton and
then brought to the site. In a few short hours on this day
the base was raised and secured to the foundations, the
platform was hoisted onto the base and fastened and the
stairs were installed. Several hours more of attachment
welding, grinding and touch-up painting and - voila! We
.,
have a tower!
The concept of a tower came about in answer to the
disadvantage caused NPH counters by 20 years of growth
of the trees on three sides of the circle. In addition to
returning our sight lines closer to what they were, the
tower will give counters more time to make good
identifications. After a vote of the members in late 1996,
the project was underway. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTS
continued on page 2
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coordinator of Counters.
continued from
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
page 1

Before March 1, please call Gordon at
(905) 468-3961 to book 1998 hawkwatching day(s). After
March 1, please call Paul at (905) 934-7887.

The tower was donated by Co-Steel Recycling, the Hamilton
subsidiary of Co-Steel Canada. All its components are 100%
If you are interested in learning to become a counter, be sure tV
recycled - new steel made from old - which is Co-Steel's
let us know. Many of our observers are glad to share the work
particular specialty in the industry. GMB Millwrights of
and help newcomers, and we will also have our Hawk ID
Mississauga built and installed the tower. The Niagara
Workshop on weekends from March 28 through April 26 .•:.
Peninsula Conservation Authority installed the foundations
and will complete the landscaping. Canada Trust's Friends
of The Environment Foundation (Grimsby) provided
THE PRESIDENTS COLUMN zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihg
funding for all costs not covered by Co-Steel's donation.
by Mike Street
The official 'opening' of the tower will take place on the
As you have seen elsewhere in this newsletter, we finally have
morning of April 10, 1998 during our annual Open House.
our tower. After close to ten years of thinking, talking and
Why not plan to attend and take a look for yourself?·:· zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
hoping it is a reality.
We owe particular thanks to Mr. Lionel Schipper, Chairman of
Co-Steel Canada, which donated the tower through their
Hamilton subsidiary, Co-Steel Recycling, and extra special
VERACRUZ ·RIVER OF RAPTORS· FOCUS OF 1998
thanks to NPH Member Norm Schipper who was instrumental
BANQUET
in putting us together with Co-Steel.
Our annual banquet and general meeting will be held on
I would also like to sincerely thank Stephan Mangotich,
Saturday, May 2, once again at Stoney Ridge Winery's
Manager of Co-Steel Recycling, who shepherded the tower
Puddicombe Farm on Hwy. 8 in Winona, starting at 4:30PM.
through the various stages from modifying the design through
The evening's feature will be a presentation on Pronatura
construction and then installation; Gord Harry of the Niagara
Veracruz' effort to monitor their 'River of Raptors'. Every fall
Peninsula Conservation Authority, and his staff, who looked
more than 4 million hawks, falcons, eagles and vultures fly
after getting the necessary permits and literally laid the
over and past Veracruz, on the southeast coast of Mexico. More
groundwork; and Wendy Cox, Manager of the Canada Trust
than 1.2 million birds have been counted there in two days at
branch in Grimsby, who assisted us in obtaining a very
the peak of Broad-winged Hawk migration.
significant donation from the Friends of The Environment
Socializing and the bucket raffle begin at 4:30PM. (PLEASE
Foundation to pay for the base, landscaping and other
NOTE - the winery shop may close at 5PM, so come on time if
incidental costs. Last but not least, thanks also to NPH Member
you want to buy wine to take home.) Wine tasting starts at
Bill Wilson who pointed us in the direction of the tower's
design, - - -- -----~-. --~
'5:15. Last years very popular=format wm-be-repeated-members will select the wines for the evening in advance,
Without these folks we would not have this fine structure
allowing us to make sure they are chilled properly if required.
which, I firmly believe, will be so useful to us in the future.
With a little luck we may even get to watch the tail end of the
You know, it really seems as though it was just yesterday that
day's migration from the balcony while tasting. Dinner will
we took down the weather pole at Beamer to wrap up the 1997
start around 6:15, followed by bucket raffle draws and a short
season. Well, to paraphrase an old saying, an awful lot of
business meeting before the Veracruz presentation.
hawks have flown past various count sites since then. To give
This will be an enjoyable evening so get your tickets now. The
just two examples, more than 700,000 Broad-winged Hawks
room can accommodate 42 people; 30 tickets are still available, went over Corpus Christi, TX in three days in late September,
priced at $20 for members and $25 for non-members. Call
while more than 1.4 million raptors were counted in two days
Mike Street or John Stevens to make arrangements .•:.
at Veracruz, Mexico about a week later! Good news - many of
these birds are on their way back and will soon arrive at
Beamer.
COUNTERS STILL NEEDI!D FOR 1998 SEASON
Thanks in advance to all our 1998 counters, especially Jack
Counters are still needed for this season, especially people
Ryan, Tom Reavley and Paul Summerskill who are our anchors,
willing to tempt fate in early March or folks willing to forego
and welcome back to George Meyers who will again be able to
the pleasures of Long Point and Pelee in the first half of May.
take some turns in the circle after his unfortunate illness last
Gordon Bellerby will again look after initial scheduling of
year. I'm looking forward to seeing them and all of you at
Counters, assisting Paul Summerskill who is the overall
Beamer.e- zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONML
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: For comments, suggestions or articles for the NPH Newsletter, please forward them to the Editor, Bruce Harschnitz via :
• e-mail at M_B_Harschnitz@msn.com or via regular mail Your input and ideas would be appreciated!!!
•
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IN OUR EARS
by Dan Strickland

Reprinted with permission from The Raven (VoL 38,
No.7), Newsletter of the Friends Of Algonquin Park.

Sometimes we humans seem almost
determined to take a gloomy view about
our planet - to the point where we don't
recognize environmental success when
we see it, or where we refuse even to
admit that there could be such a thing in
today's world.
We had an excellent example of this just
two weeks ago going through Proulx
Lake on a canoe trip when we saw - and
heard - something that has become
increasingly common in Algonquin in
the last few years. From far across the
water came the excited "klee, klee, klee"
screams of young Merlins - and soon we
could see the birds themselves. At first
they were just specks against the sky as
they rose above the distant shore but
then they excitedly flashed right over our
heads, chasing one of their parents that
was bringing back a small bird for them
in its talons.
Now, it may not be immediately obvious,
but the observation of those little falcons
on that trip, and the many other similar
sightings routinely made in the Park
these daysJ really are splendid examples
of a modern-day environmental success
story. Of course, we will concede right
away that our use of the word "success"
in the same sentence as the word
"falcon" may seem a little puzzling.
Regular readers of The Haven and other
Park literature will be well familiar with
the story of the Merlin's larger and even
more spectacular relative, the Peregrine.
And how that better known falcon fell
victim to our indiscriminate use of
pesticides
and
disappeared
from
Algonquin (and much of the rest of
North America) over 30 years ago.
It may even seem that holding up
Merlins as a success story is suspicious as if we wanted to gloss over the
continued absence in Algonquin of the
famous Peregrine Falcon and ask people
to settle for the Peregrine's little cousin
instead. If Merlins are so special, after all,
why has almost nobody even heard of
them and why haven't we publicized
them more?
The truth is that, until Merlins started to
(re) appear in Algonquin about 15 years
ago, we didn't even know that they
should be here. A few of us on the Park
staff go back to the early 60's but,

although we were well aware back then
that
Peregrine Falcons had just
disappeared from the Park, it didn't even
occur to us that the same thing had also
happened to Merlins. We knew they
weren't here, of-course, but as far as we
knew, that was the way it had always
been. There were a few old records in the
Park archives but we pretty much
assumed that these represented birds
from much farther north that were
migrating through the Park. To give you
an idea of just how nonexistent Merlins
were back in the years 1963 through
1971, there was not a single observation
in Algonquin, and only three were seen
in the five years following that - with
two of those clearly being migrants.
The year 1977 was remarkable, however,
because three Merlins were seen (May,
August, September) and then, in 1978,
the incredible happened. A pair of
Merlins actually nested in Algonquin, on
an island in Hogan Lake in the middle of
the Park, and they succeeded in raising at
least two young.
Although the Merlin nesting was duly
noted, of COuTSe, we didn't attach
particular significance to it at the time. It
was almost literally overshadowed by our
contribution
to
the
international
Peregrine recovery effort, and to the
extent we gave the Merlins much
thought at all, we suppose it was more of
a fluke than anything else. Events soon
proved us wrong because the years
following the first nesting produced
more' and more Merlin observations and
by the mid-1980s, we had found several
more nests.

where there are islands or peninsulas
close enough to each other or to the
mainland that small birds will be
tempted to cross over the water - and
thus become vulnerable to Merlin
hunting methods.
We think this reasoning probably does
explain correctly why the first breeding
Merlins in Algonquin chose to nest
where they did but we were wrong when
we also supposed that Merlins could not
be successful anywhere else. The fact is
that, in the last ten years, the Park Merlin
population has exploded dramatically.
True, they still seem to like peninsulas
and islands (the ones in Cache, Two
Rivers, Whitefish, Rock, Happy Isle,
Kioshkokwi, and Lavieille are just some
examples among the many that are now
used by nesting Merlins) but numerous
other situations are used .as well. We
have even had them nesting away from
lakeshores (along the Visitor Centre
entrance road, for example) and by 1990
they were being seen so often that we
had abandoned our former effort to
record every single observation. For all
intents and purposes, Mertins have gore
from being entirely absent in Algonquin
to their present status of being
widespread in just a single decade.
Although Merlins have not been studied
very much in our part of the world, it
seems obvious why their numbers have
had this spectacular upsurge. Like
Peregrines, they suffered from eggshell
thinning
and reproductive
failure
following widespread environmental
contamination with DDT and the other
pesticides that we humans started to use
on a massive scale back in the 1950s.
Like Peregrines they almost certainly
disappeared from vast areas of their
original breeding range and as with their
larger, better publicized relatives, the
way for their recovery was cleared
thanks to stringent restrictions on the use
of the poisons that got them into trouble
in the first place. The main differences
between the two species is that (here at
least) Merlins disappeared without even
being noticed and that, fortunately, they
have managed to make a comeback on
their own.

Even then, however, we still didn't
appreciate what was happening. The
nests were all in the Park interior and we
half wondered if Merlins had really been
nesting there all along (albeit in low
numbers). We were far more impressed
by the fact that all of the nests we had
found were on islands in large lakes and
we speculated that such places might be
the only ones suitable for Merlins. These
little falcons fly with amazing speed (in
some places they used to be called
"bullet-birds") and they can quite
literally overtake almost any prey species.
We think this is a truly remarkable story
They can't manoeuvre through trees,
- and for many different reasons. For one
however, so, in a forested environment
thing, Merlins were probably always
like' Algonquin, good hunting grounds
much more ecologically important that
are
probably
restricted
to
open
water.
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
The best places in particular should be Peregrines, simply because, under
continued on page 4
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natural conditions that we can now start
argue the opposite. The very fact that so And surely this is something worth
to appreciate, they must have been far
many pairs of Merlins and their offspring
thinking about the next time you hear
can be supported in Algonquin strongly the loud "klee, klee, klee" of youn= -,
more numerous than the larger
Peregrines. It has been calculated that
suggests to us that the Park's prey base of Merlin~ ~cro~s an Alg0!lquin lake and seJ
two Merlins need about 24 kg of smaller
smaller birds must be healthy and
them nsmg into the arr, all trying to be
birds (about 900 individuals the size of a productive.
the first to get the hapless warbler being
sparrow) to feed themselves and raise
brought
in by one of their parents. We
Of course, the most important lesson of
their offspring in a single season.
all to be learned from the presence of so may not be in the habit of saluting
Multiplied by the dozens (or more?) of
many Merlins in Algonquin is that the environmental success stories but we
pairs of breeding Merlins now in
should recognize one when we see one.
controls we placed on DDT and other
Algonquin, this kind of consumption
pesticides have had significant success After all, it will be staring us in the face must have considerable significance. and effect. We can rejoice in the success and screaming in our ears .•:.
Indeed, figures like this might seem to of the Merlin and express reasonable
represent an ecological downside to the
hope that the Peregrine is probably not
Merlin comeback although we would zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
far behind.

WILDLIFE WATCHERS

FALCONWATCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

The Hamilton Naturalists' Club Falconwatch '98 project needs
Volunteer-based monitoring programs like
volunteers to help monitor the expected Peregrine Falcon chicks as they
the Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch annual
fledge in the nest on the Hamilton Sheraton Hotel (4 were raised in
spring raptor count provide a unique and
1997). In the early stages the birds can sometimes wind up on the
valuable source of information about
ground and need help from humans to get back to the nest. Training
wildlife populations. Environment Canada
will be provided. Shifts are usually 2 or 4 hours between 5AM and
and its many partners are working together
9PM. Anyone interested in an opportunity to watch and hear these
to coordinate volunteer efforts and to
magnificent birds at first hand is asked to call Mike Street at
integrate monitoring data in Ontario
(905) 648-3737 (evenings).
through the Wildlife Watchers program. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

Wildlife Watchers: Report on

Monitoring

offers annual updates on monitoring
-, , projects, showing volunteers how their data-lis being used to conserve Ontario's wildlife
and encouraging new volunteers to
participate.
Colourful Wildlife Watchers stickers for
individuals active in monitoring projects are
available. Copies of the Report on
Monitoring are sent out with the spring

NEW BIRDING HOTLINE WEB ADDRESS

Please note that the entire Hamilton Naturalists' Club website has been
through a 'makeover', courtesy of Grant Dixon of Electronic Scribe in
Dundas, with a very nice graphical result. We have not 'moved', but the
WWW address for the Hamilton Birding Hotline has changed slightly.

issue of Seasons magazine, or may be

Should you wish to go directly to the Birding Hotline, the revised

obtained from: Canadian Wildlife Service,
75 Farquhar St., Guelph, ON NIH 3N4.
Phone:
(519) 826-2092
or
Fax: (519) 826-2113.

address is: http://www.hwcn.org/link/hamnature/hncblin.htm
[The
only difference from the previous URL is that there is no 'I' at the very
end of the new address.]
--- Mike Street

NIAGARA PENINSULA HAWKWATCH EXECUTIVE 1997
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NIAGARA

PENINSULA HAWKWATCH MIGRATION CALENDAR
FOR BEAMER CONSERVATION AREA

NOTES:
1)

Species initials and Right (» or Left (<0()
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
arrow:
This combination indicates the start or end of the normal (at Beamer) migration period for that species. The same in bold type
indicates the start or end of a noticeable peak period for that species. The box in which this combination is located indicates the
day and month on which the period is likely to start or end.

2) A number, followed by species initial, followed by a slash (/) and a two-digit number:
In this combination, the largest number of that species ever seen in one day is given first; the two-digit number following the /
indicates the year in which this occurred. The box in which this combination is located indicates the day and month on which
the event occurred. Example: 655 RS /94 in the March 23 box indicates that the highest number of Red-shouldered Hawks
recorded in one day was 655, seen on March 23, 1994.
TV - Turkey Vulture
BV - Black Vulture
OS-Osprey
MK - Mississippi Kite
SK - American Swallow-tailed Kite
BE - Bald Eagle
GE - Golden Eagle

NH - Northern Harrier
SS - Sharp-shinned Hawk
CH - Cooper's Hawk
NG - Northern Goshawk
RS - Red-shouldered Hawk
BW - Broad-winged Hawk
RT - Red-tailed Hawk
SW - Swainson's Hawk

RL - Rough-legged Hawk
FH - Ferruginous Hawk
AK - American Kestrel
ME-Merlin
PF - Peregrine Falcon
GF - Gyrfalcon
PR - Prairie Falcon

The following information, based on 23 years of data from the Beamer Hawkwatch, has been updated to show significant 1997 events:
Largest number of raptors in one season: 19,724 in 1985
I'vLARCH
1
RT> RL>
CH> NG>
BE> GE>

2
NH> RS>
AK>TV>

3

4

5

6

7

8
Rl>

9
RT>

10
AK>

11

12

13

14
RS> NG>

15
CH> SS>

16

17

18
BE>

19

20
TV~

22

744 RT /96
23

24

26

27
NH> OS>

29

9 BE /94
655 RS /94
30

11 NG /84
31

7 GE /86
25

2 PF /91
7 GE /88
748 TV /88

44 AK/90
21

28

2 PF /90

Largest # of raptors in month: 5,670 in March 1988; Largest # of raptors in one day in month: 2,080 on March 26, 1988
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1

2

3

4

5
ME};>- PF};>-

",RS

8

9

706 RT /87
15

16

",TV

",BE

1 SK /94
1 SW /94*
22

2 PF /90
23

6

I zyxwvutsrqponmlk
~

50 CH /93
1 BV /92
28 NH /93
11
12
13
",RT SS};>- zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
OS~
BW};>22 RL /91
16 OS /92
1 FH /92
17
18
19
20
2 PF /91
10

14

28 NH /91
21

BW};>-

24
";{NG

35 NH /96
zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
1556 SS 176
1 GF 177
1 PR /95**
6007 BW /85
25
27
26
28
",AK

6ME /96
2 PF /94
29

7

12 BE /96
4 GE /96

30
",CH ",RL

4 GE /83
Largest # of raptors in month: 15,012 in April 1984; Largest # of raptors in one day in month: 7,007 on April 21, 1985
MAY
\,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

",NH",BW
",PF

8

2 SW /97*
9

10

11

«OS

",SS

1 SW /89
12

13

14

",BE

15
",RL",ME

16

17

1 MK /97
18
",NG

22

23

24
",OS ",GE

25
",RS

29

30

31

19

20

21

26

27

28

* Subject to acceptance by Ontario Bird Records Committee
** First accepted Prairie Falcon record in Ontario
Largest # of raptors In month: 2,695 In May 1980; Largest # of raptors In one day In month: 1,492 on May 4, 1989

